These short snippets have been written by Sue Hughes, a Level III Centered Riding Instructor, USEF Licensed
Judge in Western Dressage, Dressage and Eventing, Life Member CHA, Region 2 Director USDF, Retired
Clinic Instructor for Certified Horsemanship Association, has participated in Dressage through 3rd Level and
Eventing Basic, Novice. Sue has a lifetime of experience working with both horses and riders.
Sue is also the WDAMI Vice President and is a respected judge and clinician, residing in Plymouth,
Michigan. Thank you, Sue Hughes, for your contributions to the wellness of horses!!!
******
Snippet 1: Essential Ligaments
Knowledge of the Ring of Ligaments and muscles that envelop the horse’s body is absolutely necessary to
understand how to train a horse for success in any given equestrian discipline.
This picture gives us the starting point at the
poll where the Nuchal (pronounced nukal)
ligament is attached to the first of the 7 cervical
vertebrae. It also is attached by ligaments
draping down along both sides of the neck to
each of those seven vertebrae.
The Nuchal ligament continues from poll and
over the fulcrum of the withers where it blends
into and becomes known as the Supraspinous
ligament. This ligament continues to the point of the croup. These two major ligaments are two of the 3 parts
of the dorsal or top line ligaments.
When the head and neck of the horse are stretched forward
and downward, the back is raised by these topline
ligaments. This is how and where the horse carries the
saddle and the rider.
When the back is raised, this allows the longissimus back
muscles to work in relaxation and remain free yet actively
engaged. “Classical masters described the raised poll of
collection as being moved both Forward and Upward, using
the phrase that ‘the horse pushes with his forehead’ to
describe this action.” (From Dressage Riders Atlas, by
Nancy Nicholson, PhD)
Other references: Tug of War by Gerd Heuschmann and Balance Gaits and Movement by Susan Harris.
******
Snippet 2: Hollow & Straightness
Crookedness can be caused by an unsoundness on one side – a crooked saddle, a crooked rider, or the fact that
the horse thrusts more effectively with one hand leg than the other.

This picture seems to illustrate “natural crookedness” of a horse. It’s natural asymmetry.
All living creatures are asymmetrical. When divided down the length of
the body, one side is larger, stronger or even higher – as with our own
eyes. This is neither bad nor good. It just IS. There is much beauty in
asymmetry such as in flower arranging.
The problem is that crookedness feels uncomfortable to we riders and
makes it difficult to “partner” with a horse. Steering is a challenge
especially traveling counterclockwise as the inner shoulder and the
barrel/torso of the horse fall in away from our line, and the head and neck
face out. Traveling clockwise is little better as the rider can hold the
horses head to the right knee and the horse still falls over the outside
shoulder and will not turn.
To me, the major fix for natural crookedness is to teach the horse to flex
laterally at the poll joint, and to show him how to bend at his “hinge” (the
girth groove into which our inside legs fit between the back of the
shoulder and the front of the ribs) and thus be able to balance laterally
onto both of his outside legs. In “dressage speak” this is called “putting
the horse into the outside rein and leg”.
VERY closely related is what we describe as “straightening the horse.” If
a horse is balanced onto his outside two legs on a bending line, he is
considered to be “straight” on that line because his back feet follow
directly behind his front feet. He also is considered to be correctly bent
because his entire spine follows the arc of the curving line. Hopefully the hind legs now are thrusting more
equally.
******
Snippet 3: Correct Bend on the Circle
This drawing which illustrates how a horse’s spine should follow the line of a circle opens the discussion on
Bending.
In this drawing, the red line along the horse’s spine shows a
problem. The rider’s inside leg is too far back and is pushing
the hindquarters to the outside of the desired line of travel.
Note the bright pink arrow. Additionally, the rider’ outside
leg no doubt is not back far enough to support the Turning of
the horses outside hind leg.
As an overview, a horse can shift laterally at 4 major places
front to back. These are at the junctions of the 5 major bony
masses: head, base of neck, between the back of the scapula
and the front of the rib cage, and between the back of the rib
cage and the front of the pelvis.
Major Anders Lindgren pointed out to me that the “Hinge” of
the body is in the girth groove at the back of the rib cage and
the front of the pelvis. Visualize a door hung on a frame and

the metal pieces holding them together. The hinge pin holding the two together is like the rider’s inside
leg. Therefore, the horse’ body parts in front of the hinge pin and behind it should arc equally for a smooth,
continuous, harmonious and correct Bend.
An application of this for test riding is that an intro, training and first level horse should be able to arc through
the corners of the ring following a quarter of the shape of a 10-meter circle. A second, third and fourth level
horse should follow and 8-meter arc, and a FEI horse should have enough lateral suppleness to match a 6-meter
arc.
******
Snippet 4: See the Bend from the Top
The view from the top of the horse’s shoulders and neck on the left
is correct. This picture shows very subtle details which you need to
train your eye to see when you are riding your own horse. Braiding
helps bring the details into sharper focus, but it is not
necessary. You can see these things if you simply believe that you
can.
Look first to where the drawing of the shoulders fades away at the
bottom. It is easy to imagine the rider’s inside leg in the girth
groove or “hinge” so that the bend of the entire spine originates
there. Refer to the previous Blog on bending.
Next, look at the outside shoulder of the horse on the left. It is
reaching around the inside shoulder because it travels farther on the
circle line. It should be easy to imagine that the outside legs are
carrying a little more weight than the inside legs. Notice too that the braids of the mane stay an equal distance
away from the outer edge of the drawing all the way to the ears.
On the right the braids are closer from just in front of the base of the neck all the way to the ears on the outer
line. Particularly note the 6th braid back from the ears on the right horse. That braid is almost twisted by the
nuchal ligament under it in an effort to “make the turn”. On the left at the poll, the flexion is a little more
pronounced laterally. Thus, the ears both appear to be coming around the curve equally and are more nearly
matching in where they point.
Look too, at the “tubular neck” shown on the left. This is the bulge of the muscle on the inside of the neck. It
should bulge evenly as shown on the left from the poll area down into the bass of the neck. The base of the
neck is where the entire neck “plugs” into the front of the trunk of the horse. The base of the neck is a major
point of connection. It must be kept in the middle of the shoulders by the rider’ knees and thighs which mold or
shape it back into alignment. The rider uses the aids only on the bulging side to do this. The aids on the
opposite side momentarily are silent.
******
Snippet 5: When Spines Meet
One of the miracles of the interaction between the two species – equine and human – is how the horizontally
oriented equine spine and the vertically oriented human spine meet so harmoniously.

The tops of the vertebrae of the equine spine all face towards the rear of its body until the 13th thoracic, the
costovertebral joint. That is like a keystone in that it is vertical. From there back, the tops of the equine spine
all face forward until meeting the support of vertical No 13. And it is here, at T13, that the vertically oriented
human spine marvelously meets the horizontal equine spine.
Natural balance and harmony should result from this grand plan. Who is most to
blame when the plan has glitches? My opinion is that almost all humans have a
scoliosis or lateral unwanted curvature. These curves can be anyplace from between
the shoulder blades, to the mid back or the low back. Our first job is to admit they are
there, find out approximately where they are and then begin the probably lifelong
work to smooth them out so we can bring ourselves to our horses’ spines in the most
compatible way. That means that our seat bones should straddle the horse’s spine, so
they are equidistant from side to side. Probably we can get them balanced laterally
while standing still. An effective way to keep them there is to learn to connect an
imaginary line diagonally through our torso from the right seat bone to the left
shoulder point, and then the left seat bone to the right shoulder point. Usually one
comes easily and the other makes us wiggle and twist and tighten and loosen until we
can accomplish this. That can be done while the horse is in motion as well. Stay with
one until your body acknowledges the connection before going to the other.

The drawing of the two stick riders shows only the collapse of the rib cage on the right
side of the rider on the left. However, the lean probably is connected to a
scoliosis. Often the description of the illustrated rib cage collapse is deemed to be a
“collapsed pelvis”. For me, since the “fix” does not involve the pelvis, that description
is wrong.

******
Snippet 6: Cracking the Half-Halt Code
For a seemingly long time I thought that that the words
half halt meant that you were to bring your horse
halfway to a halt. This difficulty with words is so
prevalent in dressage, but this is the biggest Code
Word” and it needs “cracking”
Who would guess that a half halt actually describes a
set of muscular contractions and releases done by a
rider to communicate with her horse?
Who would guess that horses can figure out an amazing
number of combinations of those moves and Remember
that each set means something specific that he is to do?
The first one is that when a rider presses her lower legs
on the horses’ rib cage, it is supposed to go
forward. How do young horses ever figure that
out? Later the moves come in combinations and series
that the horse understands and produces a half pass or a side pass.
Not only do the riders’ body parts make requests of the horses’ body, but also, through the reins to the bit in the
sensitive mouth to horse’s head, neck and brain. It is best to think of any bit as having two side by side parts. I
refer, then, to the right bit and the left bit. That works for riders who are used to using two hands. Look for a
Snippet about rein aids in the future.
So how does a rider use her body to produce what is called a half halt?
1. She must be able to move the bottom part of her pelvis forward, backward, sideways and to some degree
diagonally.
2. To move the pelvis there must be something farther down in the body to move against. When standing,
it is the feet, but in riding we use the stirrups as a place to rest our feet, not as a place to brace against.
Therefore, the riders’ thighs roll inward and stay closed around the upper part of the horse’s rib cage
until her pelvic move is completed.
3. How long that lasts and how strongly the thighs stay closed depend on the reaction of the horse to this
application of the upper leg aids.

4. The low back muscles help to move the lower part of the pelvis by a down and under push so the tail
bone curls under the rider’s body.
5. The front line of the body both lengthens and widens to bring the pelvic action upward and send energy
right out the top of the rider’s head.
6. In summary, the body usage called a half halt directs the rider to close her thighs, keep them closed so
she can tilt the bottom of the pelvis and send energy both forward and upward through her body as well
as asking the horse to join her with the exact same movements in his body. When he does, all of the
above contractions and movements cease. The half halt is over.
Now the Dressage Code word of Half Halt no longer is a secret code, but something you and your horse can
do. Well, of course, there is more. There always is in dressage!
******
Snippet 7: Engaged
You now know that the words half halt mean that you close your thighs, tilt the bottom of your pelvis forward
and stretch your front line. This tells the horse to do the same with his body.
The tilt of the horses’
pelvis and the increased
articulation (bend) of the
4 joints in his hindquarters
is called Engagement.
Other signs that
engagement has happened
that one can see from the
outside are: The cannon
bones are more angled
when the hoof under it
hits the ground: the rear
hooves come father under
the horses’ body as they
touch the ground; the
croup may be seen to
lower; the back behind the
saddle may be seen to
rise; and the hocks stay
more underneath the body
and do not come as far
behind the point of the
buttocks during the weight
bearing phase of the
stride. An observer cannot see all of these manifestations at once but will learn to spot them as they become
apparent. Different horses will express them differently.
THIS IS IMPORTANT. Half halts with the rider’s body, heard by the horses’ body, are the first part of every
transition either up or down.
The second part of any transition, up or down, is the responsibility of the rider’s rein system and speaks to the
front limbs and the thoracic sling (interior chest muscles) of the horse.

To repeat. The rider’s body controls the horses back end, the arms and hands control the front end.
The Rein system starts between the rider’s shoulder blades, continues down the backs of both arms, flows
through the elbows, the outsides of the forearms and wrists and hands, down the reins and through both side of
the bit itself. Energy flows through the rein system constantly in larger or smaller quantities and can fluctuate
from one direction to another.
When holding the reins, the rider should feel the bit through her elbows as that joint should be the first to
recognize a need for a firmer feel or a lighter feel.
If a rider’s forearms bounce up and down, the cause almost always is that her shoulder blades have lifted and
probably locked there. “Heavy shoulder blades followed by heavy elbows” almost always will stabilize the
forearms. The upper arms of the rider should find a “home” where they hang down the middle of the torso/rib
cage. After leaving this spot, they should return until the next need to leave this “home base”.
If more contact is needed, a slight drawing back of the elbow will work. When doing that, notice that the
muscles along that side of the back of the torso become firmer all the way down to the seat bone on that side.
This is one way in which the arm/hand aids connect to the pelvic aids.
If less contact is needed the rider probably should start with a softening of the tension in her ring finger, then in
the hands, wrists, forearms and elbows which give forward as needed. With each give along her arm, she listens
to the horses’ response. That is, did he get it, or does he need more room?
THIS TOO IS IMPORTANT. In general, a half halts lasts as long as the limb of the horse is in the swing
phase or in the air. That is the only time he can answer with a longer or a shorter step as required. The most
important part for the horse is the moment of release. Then he knows if he understood. If he did not, another
half halt surely will follow.
******
Snippet 8: What To Do With the Reins?
Since the first known book written about riding horses was written by Xenophon in
600 BCE, it is not surprising that by now there are written descriptions of what to
do with the reins to get horses to do what we want. So, here are “the rein aids” as
generally agreed upon after being distilled by centuries of discussion.
Generally, the horse is wearing a bit, but a halter and two lead ropes will produce
the same results. Curb bits being used one handed with a highly trained Western
horse and an accomplished rider will produce the same results. English double
bridles work the same way with the added results that the snaffle/bridoon, obtains
lateral flexion and the curb increases direct flexion. Direct flexion means that the
horses’ facial plain is almost vertical to the ground.
The List:
Direct reins mean that the reins come straight back from the bit/s to the riders’
hands. Ideally the reins should touch the horses’ neck on both sides to provide part
of the corridor of straightness in which we ride. The weight of the bit should be
equally balanced from side to side by the rider’s fingers and hands. This usually is
maintained by a tiny but ongoing process of “balancing”.

When using direct reins, the hands of the rider should be balanced so that there is room for one more fist
Between her hands. This is “home base” for the hands.
The Leading Rein is used with young horses and beginning rider. The inside hand and arm move a small
distance or a large distance to the right to show the horse (and rider) where the line of travel is to be. The
leading rein then Always returns to the Direct Rein or “home base” position.
The Inside Indirect Rein in front of the withers. Mentally ride clockwise or to the right. The riders’ inside
hand comes diagonally from the bit in close to the withers without crossing over the body of the horse. This
puts weight onto the horses’ outside shoulder. This tends to make the horse slide out or left over that shoulder
The Inside Indirect Rein behind the withers. The riders’ inside hand comes diagonally from the bit in close to
the back of the withers without crossing over the body of the horse. This puts weight onto the horses’ outside
hip. This tends to make the horses’ hindquarters slide left or out of the line of travel.
The Outside Opening Rein. Still tracking to the right or
clockwise, when the rider takes the outside rein away from the
neck by moving it to the left, it provides a space into which the
rider can move the horse laterally.
But again, There Is More. Rein aids are not used in
isolation. For each of these rein actions, there is a supporting
rein on the other side of the horse. The seat and legs of the rider
also are instructing the horse to follow the rider’s intent.
What a miracle that horses can understand and remember all of
the various combinations of rein, leg and seat aids to understand
the huge number of things we humans ask them to do.

******
Snippet 9: Transitions Between the Gaits
What a miracle. How does the horses’ neurological firing work so quickly and so outwardly effortlessly for
him to switch rhythms the way he can? Remembering that Rhythm is defined as the sequence of the footfalls, or
The Beat, it is mind boggling that he can be cantering – 3 beat – and even halt next where there is an absence of
rhythm.
The second miracle is that they will listen to our aids and switch upon request. What generous and intelligent
partners we have!

As riders we need to be systematic about how we ask
our partners to change from one rhythm to another. For
down transitions, our body half halts come first to ask
their hind legs to change and then as we hear/feel the
response, use our reins for the front legs. This should
ensure that down transition look and feel like the way
airplanes land. Back wheels first and then onto the nose
wheel. This is the goal of properly balanced dressage
transitions which will produce high scores in English
and Western dressage competitions. They are the kind
of transitions which indicate that the training is correctly
focused on back to front riding.
For up transitions, the same body use progression is
required for the horse. The horse should firm its lower
abdominals such as it’s ilio psoas muscles, coil its
hindquarters under (engage) to the degree requested by
the rider, engage the front end underline muscles and
shoulders and Lift up off of the ground into the gait
requested.
When progressing past the stage of simply getting a
horse to move forward from the lower legs, a rider needs
to refine both her expectations and her aids in order to
achieve this quality of upward transitions. She needs to
warn the horse that a transition is expected. Her
understanding partner begins to increase positive muscle
tensions to be ready for the transition moment. Then
transitions will look like they lift horse and rider up off
the ground so that the first step of the new gait has
absolutely clear rhythm as well as achieving the
required tempo for the task at hand.
To be a well-rounded rider, one needs to read as well as
spend time in the saddle. In order to further understand
the miracle of transitions from the horses’ standpoint,
the rider should at least be familiar with the “Phases” of
each of the 3 gaits required in English and Western
Dressage. Gaited horse riders need to add knowledge of
their breed’s gaits to the three under consideration here.
One of the most complete descriptions of the phases of
the gaits can be found in Susan Harris’ book “Gaits, Balance and Movement”, Macmillan General Reference, A
Simon & Schuster Macmillan Company, New York, NY, 1993. Chapter 4 pages 32-63.
This material is readily available elsewhere. Probably it is not necessary to memorize all the sequences, but it is
necessary to understand the swing phase of the limbs and the stance phase of the limbs. This goes back to the
“rule” that the rider’s aids must be applied In the Horses Rhythm. That extrapolates into the need to apply both
forward and restraining aids at the time when it will be physically possible for the horse to respond to the
request.

For example to produce a lateral step for a leg yield the rider must ask just at the end of the stance phase of the
inside hind leg so as the horse picks up that leg for the swing phase it can be directed to swing sideways. This
sounds daunting on paper, but with an in tune following seat, the rider will gain a feel for that timing.
*****
Snippet 10: Transitions within the Gaits
Combining the Body Half Halt, Hands, and the Following Seat: Here’s How at the walk.
Close your thighs and keep them closed so you can cut the horizontal distance your seat bones move in half.
Stretch your front line.
Wait for the slowing of the horses’ back legs.
As your seat comes to your hands, close and open your
fingers at those moments.
Notice that now the front limbs slow. Do not allow the
horse to halt. Use your lower legs enough to keep the
walk.
You have achieved both slow back legs and slow front
legs and slowed the tempo.
Give your seat mobility back to the horse (no pushing),
then press your lower legs onto his ribcage for “go”.
Wait for the horses thrust and then allow your elbows
to follow more generously and you now have longer
back leg movements and longer front limb swing.
Remember giving the reins away is never a forward
aid.
So, you have ridden a “down transition” and an “up transition. Think of it as “slow back legs and front legs and
long back legs and front legs. This is the incubation for collecting half halts as well as for producing
lengthenings and medium gaits.
Notice that slow back legs and long back legs are not opposite concepts in English. However, since half halts
are a product of the rider’s body and effect the back legs by drawing them under the horses’ body even a little
bit more, this is the best translation mentally for the rider. Long back and long front legs also translate correctly
for a forward and upward transition more accurately than simply thinking about going faster.
Slow and long back and front legs can be done in all three gaits. This technique is a reminder that “all the aids
must be applied in the horses’ rhythm”. (Rhythm is the sequence of the horses’ feet. The beat”.
*****
Snippet 11: Intro to the 4 Kinds of Half-Halts
Several recent Snippets have covered the rider biomechanics of the “Code Word” Half Halts. Remember that
means to close your thighs, quiet your seat bone movements with your internal pelvic muscles, and stretch your

entire front line up and a bit forward from public arch to your collar bones. This invites the horse to
do the same and produces what we call “engagement” of the hindquarters.
The elbows, wrists, and hands receive this increased thrust and ask the front limbs to wait thus
improving the posture or frame of the horse and starts or improves collection.
But there is more! We teach, and horses learn, combinations of pressures and releases from the
rider’s aids to achieve a lot of different body usages. There are only so many ways the two of us
can move, so here are the four coordinations we can use to steer, bend, and position our horses
for the movements. The following coordination’s of half halts also list their uses.
Credits to Christian Thesis
USDF Bulletin 1988
1. Uni-Lateral Half Halts (aka One Sided Half Halts)
The calf muscle, the seat bone muscle and the hand on one side of the rider contract in unison as that seat bone
moves from the back of the saddle towards the front of the saddle. The function is to help straighten the horse.
Repeat as needed always applying this half halt in the horses’ rhythm.
2. Alternating Half Halts
Expand the uni-lateral half halts so now they are applied on each side of the horse separately but alternating as in
right/left. The functions are to help straighten the horse, to steady the tempo for both horse and rider, and to
remind the horse that the aids still are there. Use as needed.

3. Diagonal Half Halts
The inside calf, thigh and seat bone muscles contract, and are directed diagonally across the horse. That energy
is received by the closing outside hand. The function is to bend the horse by shifting its rib cage to the outside
thus putting its weight onto its outside two legs. This half halt is applied from the inside leg and seat just as the
barrel of the horse swings to the outside. It is caught and released by the outside hand. The rider checks the
result. Continuing application in the horses’ rhythm may be needed.
4. The Simultaneous Half Halts
Both legs, with emphasis on the thigh muscles, contract and the hands close simultaneously as the pelvis comes
forward. The pelvis rolls under some and then the core muscles become firm by expanding upward and
outward as both hands close. These muscle contractions are quick, brief and are applied in a series if needed.
The functions are to improve collection, to rebalance the horse, to produce a downward transition, or to halt.
Collecting half halts are produced in a series until the desired result is achieved. The rider’s body, seat and legs
influence the hindquarters. The rein aids influence the front limbs and shoulders.

*****
Snippet 12: Building Blocks
The phrase “Building Blocks” is one of the basics of the teachings of Sally Swift in her Centered
Riding philosophy. Her blocks for humans are arranged vertically with all the sides of the little
square blocks aligned and all the corners matching. That describes perfect posture for us humans.
But horses have Building Blocks as well. Theirs are divided a bit differently and certainly are
arranged differently as theirs are horizontal. Still, when we riders speak of straightness, we are
thinking that their blocks have the sides aligned and the corners matching just like ours. That
gives them good posture!
This again is what Sally taught. “Comparable Parts”, she said. What we do with our parts usually
is mirrored by our horses. Other authors have pointed out that the point of harmony is where
horses and riders’ spines meet in alignment. And from that harmony comes the beauty that we so
want to produce.
An examination of the details is needed to achieve that harmony and beauty. In Centered Riding
the human blocks are: Feet and Legs; Pelvis, Rib Cage, Shoulder Girdle and Arms, Head and
Neck. If we imagine these blocks hanging from an imaginary sky hook, it is a lot easier to line
them up and keep them organized. The fun process is “take your reins in one hand. With your
free hand put your finger in your ear on that side. Walk your fingers up from there to the top of
your head. That is the spot from which your spine would come out of the top of your head if it
could. Notice that it is a bit farther back than you might have imagined. Tap it to feel it too.
Now run the “string” of your spine up to
the sky hook and hang down. Rattle
around a little. Let the blocks stack up.
With your ground person check their
alignment and squareness of the
“corners.”
That is Building Blocks for riders and how
to get your spine to come to rest totally
vertically on top of the horses’ spine.
For the Horse. His Building Blocks are
divided differently from humans. His
are: Head, Neck, Shoulder Girdle and
Front Limbs, Rib Cage, Pelvis and Back
Limbs. Since these Building Blocks are
organized horizontally, there is no possibility for hanging from a string. Instead all of the
Building Blocks hang down from the support of the horses’ top line muscles and ligaments. This
used to be described as a “bridge, but for me there are too many designs of bridges for that to be
a universal picture.

Everything hanging down from an elastically firm clothesline is a better picture. Starting from
the front, the nuchal ligament down the top of the neck supports the head and the neck blocks.
(No calling your sweet horse a blockhead now!) The nuchal ligament reaches down through
ligaments to each of the seven cervical vertebrae and holds up that part of the skeleton. The
nuchal ligament goes over the fulcrum of the withers and morphs into the long back muscles.
One of these is on each side of the spine and has many downward attachments to the many small
muscle enveloping the rib cage.
The Long Back muscles morph into the gluteus maximus muscles on each side of the pelvis to
encompass and support its two sides. The last morph is into the hamstrings which help hold the
rear limbs on and move them.
To repeat. The Horses’ horizontally aligned Building Blocks all are suspended and hang down
from the Top Line muscles and ligaments. Straightness involves keeping these blocks lined up
and “square”. This allows for the Horse to Reach through that structure and look for the contact
with the rider’s receiving/returning hand. ONLY Straight horses can and will do that. Then the
energy produce by the hind quarters can flow all the way through its Blocks. That is described as
“being through”. When the top line works properly, the skeleton is supported, and impact on the
joints is minimized. Then the horse can look forward to a long and pain free useful life with us as
we usually wish it to be.

*****
Snippet 13: The Importance of Counting
Probably you are asking “What needs to be counted”? If you remember that the first of the basics
of training as described earlier is, “Forward from behind with clear rhythm and steady tempo”.
Rhythm comes from the feet
and gives us the beat. So, walk is 4, trot is 2 and
canter is 3. However, canter needs a 4th and
silent beat to cover the moment of suspension.
Clarity of the rhythm is the goal.
Enhanced clarity –Really Clear Beats – often is
referred to as “cadence”. Cadence can be seen as
well as heard because the horse lifts it hooves
that little extra bit from the ground.
The second need to count is for the Tempo.
Tempo is the rate of repetition of the rhythm or
Beats Per Minute. Consistency of Tempo wins in
competitions. It also sets up transitions to be
“seamless”.
Seamless means that the rhythm of one gait is
perfectly clear into the perfectly clear rhythm of the next gait. This happens when the horse is
so consistently well balanced and, on the aids, it can produce seamless transitions. The rider’s

mind needs to be equally clear. Feeling and hearing the current rhythm and visualizing, hearing
and feeling the newly required rhythm needs as much practice as does the skill and strength and
understanding of the horse.
A third thing that can be counted is the number of strides ridden for each quarter of a circle. In
Introductory and Training levels, the circles are 20 meters around.
It is my observation that almost all riders post 7 times per quarter of a 20-meter circle no matter
what size horse they are riding. So, if you count your posting for each quarter of a 20-meter
circle, and the count is the same per quarter, you are guaranteed to have produced a round circle.
If not, you can make the too small segment larger with a bit of leg yield. You also can prevent the
diving-in quarter by apply a longer or a stronger use of the outside rein. Think of the outside rein
in this moment as the one that “steers” and tells the horse not to dive in.
On the other hand, a quarter of a circle that is too large will need more guarding of the outside
shoulder of the horse. Learning to turn the horse’s shoulders with the outside upper leg and rein
are the skills needed here.
One of the early masters in the US, Chuck Grant, taught riders to count the strides across the
diagonal at working and collected trot and canter. Then when they rode medium and extended
gaits, he told them that there should be one less stride because the horse spent more time in the
air and covered a longer distance during that “airtime”. An amplification of the gait like that is
correct. Not Faster. Thus, this is a fourth place to count to check your skill levels.
In Second Level one needs to be able to count steps in the rein back. The fifth time to be able to
count! Since horses step backwards in diagonal pairs, one diagonal pair moving back is the count
of one, and the second diagonal pair is 2, etc. The rider needs to count the number of steps
required by the test. That sometimes is 3 or 4 and sometimes an exact number. For the best score,
the horse should halt square and step back with the diagonal pair of legs coming off the ground
all the same height and the same length. The last hind leg to go back should be the first to step
forward. Of course, the horse needs to stay on the aids and show no resistance for a higher score,
but the essence is the even backward stepping.
For the advanced horse, the rider needs to be able to count the Tempi changes of lead. Ones,
twos, threes and fours are required, and rider needs to learn the coordination apply the aids to the
horse for each grouping. Also, for the advanced horse and rider, the canter zig zag in the Grand
Prix needs to be counted.
In general, counting either consciously or intuitively is forced upon us by our horses. It is the
nature of most of them to slow down. Some speed up. Whatever your horse chooses, it is up to
you to keep track. OFTEN. Many are so very subtle in their expression that they fool us.
Additionally, when horses collect, even a little, they tell us that then they cannot possibly go
forward. And when they go forward, then they tell us they cannot possibly collect. Counting is
essential so you can ride proactively and adjust the tempo before it becomes a disaster which you
need to “fix”.

*****
Snippet 14: Three 3 Words – Contact, Connection, Collection
Too often when these words are spoken, neither party has a clear definition nor a clear picture of
what each means. The first one, Contact, speaks to the appearance and the feel of the reins from
the bit to the rider’s hands. The way the reins should look to an observer is that they draw a
steady consistent straight line from bit to hand. There should be no loops, sags and snaps, up and
down Jumpiness nor should it look like there is a tug of war going on.
If a person on the ground lightly moved the rein, it should feel elastic enough to softly but
immediately return to the same look. An example of “elastic” can be understood with a rubber
band. Slip a rubber band over two of your fingers. Stretch it enough that if you pointed your
fingers downward, the rubber band will Not fall off.
If a tug of war is suspected, the observer needs to look at the corners of the horses’ mouth. If the
bit is stretching the lips up in the corners or the horses’ mouth, or sliding out on one side, or if the
mouth is open, the contact is too strong – overdone contact. Probably the rider is braced in her
shoulders or even leaning back behind the vertical. She might even be in full “waterskiing mode
– feet forward, elbows locked in front of her body and upper body clearly behind the vertical. Not
good for her or the horse.
If the head is over flexed with the poll lower than the crest of the neck, this is Not a rein problem.
Rather the horse is not producing enough activity in the hind legs to carry itself in the proper back
to front balance no matter what its level of training it is.
A training level horse should be level along its top line. That is, its poll, withers and croup all
should be level. If a carpenters’ level were place along that topline, the bubble should be in the
middle. That means that the horse’s body is in level back to front balance around its center of
gravity. This is located about a foot underneath the withers in the center of the horses’ body
mass.

When viewing the reins, they should lie almost on or very near both sides of the horse’ neck
almost touching his hair. This place also is about midway between the horses’ shoulders and his
throatlatch. Of course, nothing is static on a moving creature, so this description is more the idea
of a “home base” place. A rein may be moved up or out or even in closer to the horses’ midline,
but it always come back to this home base position until the next instruction is needed from rider
to horse.
Changes of lateral balance of the
horse also change the outward
appearance of the reins. When on
a bending line, the horse should
be balanced slightly up and out
onto its outside two legs in order
to follow the curvature of that
bending line. Therefore, the
outside rein (and leg) will be
filled by the curve of the neck
and the shift of the rib cage. This
appearance is described as
“putting the horse into the
outside rein (and leg)”.
Contact comes through the rider
as well as from her to the horse.
Her shoulder blades should be flat
and downward with weight
flowing down into her “heavy”
elbows. Her forearms are carried
lightly from those heavy elbows
and her hands are closed around
the reins. Individual relationships
between horse and rider are huge
here. Riders perceive that they are
light or heavy or sharing from
their own perspective. I have had
interesting hand holding
experiences
with many people and the range of what is heavy and what is light is Very Broad. The term
“share the bit” seems to cover this concept the best. Other images abound. “Curl your fingers
around the bit ring as if there were no intervening rein” is the idea taught by Sally Swift. “Lift
your share of the bit in your curled finger” is another idea about which to think.
Then the suggestion to, “feel the horse through your elbows” comes from Kyra Kyrklund and
often helps complete the contact circuit. This starts with one half of the bit, goes up the rein, along
the outside of the rider’s forearm, through the elbow, around the shoulder blades and down the
opposite side of the riders’ arm to the other side of the horses’ bit.

This circuit of communication should produce harmony and partnership with the horse. This is
Contact.
Horses too have opinions. Some like continuous pressure, some like quietness, and some like
constant comments. The rider needs to listen to and accommodate the horse’s opinions.
Then Contact is complete – and ever changing!

Snippet No. 15: Throughness
Throughness. What the heck does that mean? (A Frequently Asked Question)
First: Throughness comes first. Other desires can be achieved after the horse is “through”.
Second: What comes through? Energy. What Energy? The energy produced by the hindquarters of a
horse.
The fancy explanation is that the articulation (bending) of the 6 joints of the back end of the horse
provides muscular coiling and energy storing during the stance phase of one hind limb. This allow the
horse to uncoil, thrust again into the ground into the swing phase of that limb thus releasing that
energy that propels him and you across the ground. That is the flow of energy mentioned above.
Thus, energy comes “through”. It becomes visible because the horse moves forward. Throughness
becomes visible too when the muscles under the skin look like jello and the limbs swing freely.

PS: The 6 joints in the hindquarters are the lumbo sacral, sacral iliac, hip, knee (stifle), hock and
fetlock.
When this energy flows through the entire length of the horse and is received and recycled through the
rider, that is connection. (Humm, another Snippet needed here!)
Here is another way to “see” throughness. The pelvis rotates side to side and from the top looks like the

croup is going up and down. From behind the “tasseling” of the tail is the clue, because the pelvic
rotation swings the tail bones.
More places to look to learn to “see” throughness. Question: Can a person really see energy flowing?
A good question to ponder.
At the flank/loin area there is jiggling of the skin, and just underneath that is where the muscles look
like jello jiggling under the skin. The femur bone with knee joint at the forward part looks like a piston
driving. The hock bends as much as the horse is able, and the fetlocks “bounce” up and down. Over the
ribs, muscles and skin look slightly jiggly or at least not stuck.
The front limbs swing like pendulums and help to pull the horse across the ground. Care must be
taken that the horse waits for the back limbs, so all 4 legs are taking steps of equal length. This is
necessary for correct back to front balance of the horizontal body of any horse.
Seen from the side, the muscle starting behind the horses' ears bulges out like an inflated inner tube
ALL the way from the ears to the front of the shoulder blade. Then the horse is “through” at the base
of the neck. That is where the neck plugs into the front of the horses' body. Seen from the rider's view
on top, the neck is as wide behind the ears as it is all the way back to the base of the neck.
The poll needs to be the highest point from the withers forward, but how high it needs to be is
dependent on the horses' training level and/or the task at hand. The ideal for a training level horse is to
maintain the levelness of the poll, withers and top of croup with the earth.

The poll needs to be the highest point because then the atlanto-occipital joint is bent enough that the
horses face is almost perpendicular to the ground. The back of the nostrils can be seen to be on a
vertical line with the front corner of the eye.
Recap: Throughness means that the energy produced by the articulation and resulting thrust of the
hindquarters is flowing unrestricted at any point through the body of the horse and is received and
recycled back to the horse by the rider.

.

*****
Snippet No. 16: Help! How Do I Get My Horse to First Level?????
Here you are with your partner competing successfully – or sort of OK -at Training Level. He is active
behind, reaching over his topline for the contact with your hands. You receive and appreciate that and
talk back to him with your fingers, hands, wrists and elbows. You are happy together.
But now you want to move up to First Level. Happiness is challenged! Even though your horse works
actively with his hindquarters, and is comfortably balanced and through with that energy at “real”
working gaits, how do you ever get the front end to match the progress of the back end?? That sounds
odd, but it is where riders often get stuck.
So, the guidance is on the front of each test. It's called The Purpose. Here it is
explanations in parentheses.

with my opinionated

“To confirm that the horse demonstrates correct basics” ... (Forward from behind with clear rhythm and
steady tempo. The back to front balance is level along the top line. That means the poll, withers, and
croup are level with the earth. The horse is reaching for the contact, the rider perceives and returns that
effort. The horse can bend its entire spine smoothly to follow the line of travel chosen by the rider.
(Bend – ribs. Lateral flexion of head – poll joint. Round – face nearly vertical to the ground aka as
direct flexion)).
Back to quoting the Purpose :...”and in addition to the requirements of Training Level, has developed the
THRUST (my emphasis) to achieve improved BALANCE (aka frame) and throughness and maintains a
more consistent contact with the bit”, (your reins Can be shorter).
Sounds complicated and it is, and it isn't. The uncomplicated part is what you and your horse already
can do. He uses his hindquarters actively. His muscles and joints in that area contract and expand easily
and with a free range of motion. The result is, starting with his lumbosacral joint behind the saddle, he
slightly coils all those muscles and joints under his body mass. This starts towards collection.
Note: Collection, again in my opinion, is Not black and white. It is “shades of” whatever color you
want to choose. Intro and Training Levels establish a consistent back to front balance. That lays the
basis for the “collection” part of which is the coiling under of the hindquarter. The lift of the belly and
front end come next.
So, do you see why the First Level operative words above are THRUST and BALANCE?
You do NOT get to First Level by shortening the reins, holding on for dear life, and kicking until the
horse gives it up and improves his own back to front balance. Poor horse.
Then what does come next? Ah, the Complicated part. Based on anatomy, again my opinion, the next
muscle groups that need to work are all of those on the underline. The middle abs and the lower abs
need to be more firm/stronger to lift the back. You can do the same thing while reading this. Round
your back. You had to push back with your front-line muscles, yes? Since the horse is a horizontal

creature, he lifts those same muscles to round his back. These muscles even have the same names as
yours.
So, you cannot get under him and poke him with a stick – lol – Instead you imagine that your ankle
bones are connected under him by a rod or a broad strap. As you use your legs/ankle bones you add that
lift to show him what you mean. ALSO, you are the leader here, so you use your body (low back,
pelvis and front-line muscles) to be the role model. Your body says, “Horse, coil your hind quarters
and now lift all of your underline muscles to round your back”. Oh, sounds like the body part of a half
halt, eh?
Moving forward (pun intended) along the horse’s body, the next part is to get him to lift his thoracic
sling, shoulders, withers, and develop that pretty upward arch in his neck.
As the hindquarter coil, the bottom-line firms and lifts, your seat bones will be drawing under you on the
saddle from back to front. That is the time to use the fingers hands, arms and elbows as your seat comes
to them. This is the culmination of your half halts. This will teach him to lift his thoracic sling. Ah, a
completed half halt.
Extra theory. Our bodies control the hindquarters of the horse, and our fingers, hands, wrists, and
elbows control the front end.
Voila, you have improved your horse’s BALANCE (from back to front around his center of gravity) and
THRUST (through the coiling under of the hinds quarters and lift from the belly) and you now have a
First level “Frame”.

******
Snippet No. 17: Circles and How to Solve Their Mysteries for Dressage
There are car license plate holders that read,” Dressage Riders Go In Circles”. Funny and makes readers
scratch their heads and wonder why. What a strange obsession. A circle is a circle, no? So, here are
some thoughts to explain – hopefully.
First, in geometry a circle has no end. But in dressage, a circle not only has an end, but a beginning.
And they are supposed to be at Exactly the same place as they started.
For example, if the directions say to make a circle at a letter, the front end of the horse leaves the wall
about 3 feet before the rider even gets to the letter. But the rider is the “mark” of the beginning and end.
So, the rider “peels' the horse off of the wall that fraction of time before she gets to the letter, and then
when she, the rider, arrives back at the letter, it is the ending.
At the end, the horse's front end gets into the track and meets the letter just before the rider so aim for
the horses' shoulder to touch at the letter. Then it's your turn. Curious, eh?
Second, the size of circles indicates the level of training of the horse and rider. A 20-meter circle is the
accepted starting size. Then, as training progresses the horse and rider advance to the 15-meter, then 10meter and eventually to the 8-meter circle.

But an even smaller size is historically preserved by the corner letters of a dressage arena itself. Those
letters are 6 meters from the corners. Why? Because that was to be the smallest circle a horse ever

would be expected to make when strong and well balanced and has educated feet.
This size used to be called a “Volte”. Modern terminology has softened that definition to include any
“small” circle.
But why bother with circles anyhow? Because it takes a well unified horse and rider to do them.
Strength for the horse to stay collected no matter what the degree of “collection”, it has and a super wellbalanced rider to provide a swift sequence of aids to help the horse do it well.
What is a well-done circle? First, the rhythm (beat) should not change. Second, the tempo (beats per
minute) should not change. Third, both horse and rider should remain “vertical to the earth” all the way
around. Fourth, the number of steps in each quarter of the circle must match for the circle to be round.
The best photograph I have seen of this is in the Harry Boldt book, “The Dressage Horse”. (Plug for
Pegasus books added.) In the picture, the shadow shows a slight flick of the horse’s tail on the left side
indicating that Mr. Boldt made a slight correction to the horse. Otherwise it is totally balanced, smooth
and looking effortless.
So how many ways can riders “mess it up”? Several in my experience. First is riding the circle to “get
it done!”. The fix for that is to ride every stride as a separate entity with the rider checking rhythm,
tempo, bend of spine, and lateral flexion of the poll joint that compliments the bend of the spine. In
other words, every vertebrae of the horse matches the line of travel chosen By The Rider.
So, letting the horse sort of choose the line and hoping for the best is not “it”. The rider is intently
focusing and diagnosing all the requirements and subtly (hopefully) bringing them back to order. That
is Hard!
The rider can use this sequence of the aids that I describe next, or choose her own, but these are my
suggestions as to how to do that. In the first quarter, the rider uses her outside upper leg and rein to
“peel” the horse's front end from the wall. In the second quarter, she uses the diagonal half halt (inside
lower leg and seat) molding the horse’s ribs to the outside into the receiving outside hand and leg acting
at the same time. In the third quarter, the rider usually must again go to the outside aides to swing the
shoulders and neck around the hind quarters because that often is the quarter in which the horse slides
out and the circle enlarges into the fateful oval. The last quarter often is a reminder to the horse to Go
and/or to bend more.
The last quarter often depends on what a horse thinks about making circles. Long ago I knew a horse
who was really annoyed with the whole idea. The first half to her was that you meant to turn around.
But then you did not so she just “cut it off as soon as possible and “said” with great disgust “what a
bother”.
There is another help to riders to ride a round circle. I learned this watching Karl Mikolka teach. He
told the rider that on a 20-meter circle she would post 7 times per quarter. Experience has shown that
this is true and does not vary depending on breed, gender, nor height of horse. 15-meter circles are 6
posts per quarter and 10-meter circles are 4 posts per quarter. Have fun experimenting with that. I'll bet
you will find it to be true too.

A final thought is that to me, on a laterally well-balanced circle, the horse’s weight is slightly but clearly
on the outside two legs. That would feel like it “filled the rider's outside rein and leg” as Violet Hopkins
so often told us. A lovely connected harmonious pleasure and a joy to ride.

*****
Snippet 18: How the Horses’ Rhythm Affects Its Balance
At the Violet Hopkins/USDF Instructor Symposiums the presenter Major Anders Lindgren said “In the
walk, the horse should stand clearly over each leg”
If you get to see a horse doing that, it is such an integrated look. Also, it tends to draw the rider into the
picture so well that the two become one.
So how can you tell if what you think you are seeing is “IT.” First, Rhythm is the BEAT. It comes from
the feet. That alliteration of words makes it easy to remember. And, in my view, the only adjective that
can be put in front of “rhythm” is Clear.
If you want a way to count the beat to see if it is clear, your voice must be in a monotone. If you
emphasize one beat it says the horse is lame, as uneven rhythm is a classic definition of “lame”.
While you are watching for “clear rhythm”, it does not matter how fast that particular horse is moving.
Tempo Is Beats Per Minute or to quote the glossary of terms “tempo is the rate of repetition of the
rhythm”. Each horse has it' own optimum tempo. For example, in a musical freestyle, the “music
should support the gait.”
Lots to remember, so let’s go back to our horse which is “walking while (momentarily) standing clearly
over each leg”, you will see that each hoof meets the ground with confidence. That is a very subjective
way to look and evaluate, but it can be seen if one slightly swings with that beat.
When the beat is so clear it produces relaxed and swinging limbs. The horse appears to be in a happy
state of balance. And the tempo becomes just right for the body style of that animal. Optimum beat
produces clear rhythm which produces optimum balance for each creature.
So far all of this has been about the walk. Trot and Canter can achieve this same optimum state of
rhythm, balance and tempo. The trot has 2 or 4 beats. It just depends on how you count it. One diagonal
pair moves and then the other and the horse is completely untethered to the ground in between those
pairs. The airtime is a tiny moment of flight and feels like being suspended when one is in the saddle.
A teaching/training idea is that if a horse and rider are tending to trot too fast, they and the instructor can
count one two one two. If the horse is too slow in tempo, the count can be one two three four and that
encourages them to hurry a bit. Getting to that optimum tempo for a horse again devolves into the
moments of touching the ground and the moments of airtime – suspension. When that moment comes,

once again the horse and rider seem to become one and the effortless balance emerges. Hearing it
probably is the best way to recognize and join into that balance. However, it is visible as well, if the
watcher breathes with the beat/rhythm.
Canter is more complicated as it is an asymmetrical gait. The phases of feet on the ground are
1,3,2,3,1,0.

Even though the horse still has 4 legs, it is a 3 beat rhythm. When the limbs follow the phases, a listener
can count one, two, three, or even one, one, one, because each stride/jump is a complete entity. Horses
without enough balance and strength and muscular education scurry, run flat out or use their hind legs
and front legs without unity. Some are born balanced and thus have that clarity of rhythm, but when a
rider is added it's more difficult for all of them.
We need to help them find their balance by balancing ourselves and moving with them. How? Well our
pelvis must roll under and under and under with each stride. Our elbows must follow the head
movements, we must balance ourselves at our own centers of balance/gravity, and our bodies must
remain in positive tension, so we hold ourselves up. This would be like carrying a child who is awake
and holding herself and carrying one who is asleep with muscles more or less flaccid.
Sally Swift gives a meaningful visual. If a woman is walking along carrying a basket of rice on her
head, who is balancing whom? Certainly not the basket!
I am tending to think that in the canter, the horses' balance must be developed before the rhythm can
become clear. In trot especially I might be persuaded that the rhythm clarity comes before the balance
develops. In walk the two seem more intertwined to me and either can be the prerequisite. Then the
horse knows where the ground is, and each leg does equal work. This allows happy balance and a happy
confidence.
But when a horse has a clear rhythm coming from that confident balance, the tempo is steady and the
harmony between him and his rider is lovely to see.

I trust that the interrelationship between clarity of rhythm, balance and tempo are more clear. Take time
to look at as many horses and riders as you can find. Maybe you can only believe that you know when
they are going too fast or too slowly. That is a good place to start. And ask who is balancing whom? Or
Not. Have fun having with what Violet Hopkins used to say, “Have a good eye”. And enjoy the
feelings.
Sue Hughes
*****
Snippet 19: How Horses Turn Themselves

It's dinnertime. The feeder comes to the pasture gate. Excited, the horses at the far edge see her and
come tearing towards the gate. Ah Oh. The No. 2 horse in the social structure is ahead of No. 1 At the
last second No. 2 plants his right hind leg and pivots to the right and throws his shoulders to the right to
avoid the sharp bite on the butt he knows No. 1 will give him for daring to be first.
You all have seen that, and the great action picture by Kelly Moore (see picture and more about the artist
below) that is with this story, shows it clearly. This works because his ribs are bent some to the left, his
neck is softly curved right, and his poll is turned right.
Furthermore, his left front is in a direct line from the planted leg. This fellow has a wide chest so the
strength of both of his shoulders is throwing his body around the turn. That's it. No bite on the butt for
him.
Interestingly, I have seen slow motion pictures of differently built Grand Prix horses doing canter
pirouettes. One, with a wide chest like this picture, brought his front end around just like this horse. The
other, with a narrower chest, but great lateral fluidity of each front leg, used the reach around of the
outside front limb, crossing it in front of the left, to motivate the turn. No matter. They too missed the
butt bite!!!
But what if you are a beginner in dressage and the judge says to you “ride better corners” in your test.
The standard is that you must ride the quarter of the arc of a 10-meter circle. As you come across the
short end, especially for the tricky second corner, really attach your seat bones to your horses' back feet.
If you ride THEM through the corner, you will feel 4 steps and it will be done. It does not matter the
breed, height, gender or anything else. Horses need 4 rear end steps at the trot to do it well. At the walk
it will be 8 and at the canter it probably will be 3 steps.
Riding into and through the corners is not natural for humans who are vertical/upright yet are seated on
horses who are horizontal. Half of the horse is already almost through the corner before the rider and the
turning back legs get there. Traditionally humans ride ahead with their eyes and sort of forget there is
more to come. So, learning to start your leg aids to ask the inside supporting leg to step diagonally under
the body of our horse before you get there, really helps. He then knows how he will get his front end
around. At walk it will take 3 to 4 down and under presses of your inside leg to activate the supporting
inside hind leg. One of the toughest challenges of dressage is to do the same thing every day all the time.

Those corners come up Really Quickly!
To begin with, you need to ride a line that is a quarter of an arc of a 10-meter circle. As you go up the
levels and get collection growing (the coiling of the hindquarters) the requirement to ride a correct
corner is a line that is a quarter of the arc of an 8 meter circle, and for the higher levels the corner should
be a quarter of the arc of a 6 meter circle.
Which, by the way, is why the first letters on the long side after a corner are 6 meters from that corner.
That is the guide for the smallest circles required.
Now that you know how horses turn themselves, turns on the haunches, walk pirouettes and canter
pirouettes should be easier both to ride and evaluate. A prerequisite for these needs to be – can I walk on
a small circle with my horse and get him to take a few steps to the inside with the hind legs. In fancy
talk that will be a traver (haunches in) on a circle. But the point is to be able to move the hind end in
while walking. The inside hind leg not yet planted needs to be thinking forward and not sideways.
Next you need to be able to swing the shoulders both right and left. The major idea is to use both reins
in the direction you want to swing the shoulder. Swing left, both reins to the left and vice versa, swing
to the right, both reins to the right.
The outside rein works a lot like a Western neck rein. With the addition of the riders outside upper leg
on the shoulder, the horse easily will get it. The riders' inside leg will provide a little bend in the ribs
away from it, and the inside rein will keep the horses neck softly looking in the direction of the turn. If
the neck is stiff, so will the turn be.
When you practice the shoulder swings, have fun. Left, right and have a little dance! Then you can
imagine that you can add quicker and slower, and larger and smaller.
So, when you and the horse understand turning with a little body bend, a softly bent neck and a flexed
poll, you can begin to think about getting that inside leg to support the whole thing. As you approach
the place you have chosen to turn, connect your left seat bone to that support leg, and let your half halts
balance him momentarily on to it. Then both hands in the direction of the turn, legs as above and around
you go.
A turn on the haunches comes from a working walk. Both back legs can make a circle one meter (3 feet
or so) in size. A walk pirouette comes from a collected walk and should be more or less in place. One
should see 6 to 8 steps behind in a canter full pirouette.
For those good scores as a rider and for harmony, just remember to smile and dance yourselves through
corners, turns on the haunches and pirouettes because you know how your wonderful horse turns
himself.

“Out of the Blue” by artist Kelly Moore

More about the artist, Kelly Moore

Horse crazy from the very beginning, Kelly tirelessly pursued her dream of owning and showing, maybe
even breeding horses, since her first ride in 1978. She has successfully done all three, although on a
small scale. Putting the horse’s long-term soundness, mentally and physically, heavy showing was never
her thing. She has enjoyed Dressage the most though, and after trying so many different horse sports,
still focuses on the classical way of training and riding. Many of her best moments are at home riding
alone, just her and her horse. She likes to carry this emotional connection into her artwork, which she
started to take seriously in 2014. Always the one to doodle in her notebooks in school, the true DESIRE
to create art didn’t really hit her until that time. Sparked by a second year of participation in a casual
chalk street art fair in a local small town, she purchased a set of pastels and pastel paper, painted a horse,
and quickly sold it to a friend who insisted on purchasing the piece. The sale of the artwork along with
much encouragement from friends and family, started her new journey in horses, but in art form. She has
now ventured from pastels, and mostly enjoys painting, starting up with oils in 2019 and finding them
very challenging and rewarding. Like riding horses, each piece of art teaches her something new. And
each piece builds on the next. She hopes to bring that connection to the viewer, whether it be a kind eye,
a powerful mover or just one of those beautiful, fleeting moments that true horse people experience
while enjoying their most cherished equines.

*******

